
 

 

Scary Story Contest Lesson Plan  

 
This lesson plan includes a 5-day schedule of implementation, involving all parts of the writing 
process as well as two craft related mini-lessons (show don’t tell & small moment writing). While 
this lesson plan is intended to last 5 days, it can be shortened or lengthened to suit the 
teacher’s timeframe. Below you will find a snapshot of the week followed by a more thorough 
explanation of each day. 
 
Day 1: Engage & Brainstorm  
Day 2: Small (Seed) Moment & Rough Draft  
Day 3: Show Don’t Tell & Revising/Editing 
Day 4: Reviewing Rubric & Publishing  
Day 5: Sharing  
 

Day 1 - Engage and Brainstorm 
 
The introduction of this week’s creative writing is extremely important because it will set the 
stage for the rest of the project. Start by setting the stage (spooky)--this means having the lights 
turned off (or dimmed) with scary music playing in the background. For access to appropriate 
music, click the link or search ‘Halloween Instrumental Music’ on YouTube. Have the music 
playing on a different tab as students enter the room. Another suggestion is to have a picture 
displayed on the whiteboard or smartboard at the front of the room. This can be a graveyard, 
abandoned school, fog, etc. Once students have settled, begin by reading a couple of spooky 
stories. These can be teacher written or downloaded from the Tips for Teachers tab of 
scarystoriescontest.com. After reading a few stories and building suspense, turn on the lights 
and explain to students that they’ll be spending the next few days creating a scary story. This 
can be done individually or in partners--sometimes working in partnerships helps students 
overcome creative roadblocks. Next, set classroom expectations around what can be included 
in stories and have students start brainstorming right away. It is very important that students 
spend the first day brainstorming and not getting ahead by writing on lined paper.  
 

Day 2 - Small Moment Writing and Drafting 
 
When students enter the room for day two, make sure you have the music playing and lights 
dimmed. For the one or two sample writings to read (just like in day 1), make sure you’ve 
included examples that stay in the same setting from beginning to end. Day Two’s mini-lesson is 
making sure writers don’t drag their reader from setting to setting. Some students will feel 
inclined to start the story at their house, then go to the graveyard, then the abandoned 
warehouse, and so on and so forth. This can lead to a lack of momentum in the story. Students 

https://eac665f6-fe0b-40ae-a7bf-40c35cded916.filesusr.com/ugd/f67cdc_df0165dad939497389989894370a9a19.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjvjbriIDvs&t=1575s
https://www.scarystoriescontest.com/tips-for-teachers


 

want the suspense to build as the story reaches its climax, and changing that setting can get in 
the way of that. Tell your students to pick the place where the most exciting part of the story will 
take place and use it from start to finish in the story. It might be helpful to show one or two 
not-so-good examples so that students understand what to avoid. For the remainder of the 
lesson, students should be encouraged to write their rough draft--keeping in mind that the story 
starts and finishes in one scary setting.  
 

Day 3 - Show DONT Tell and Revising/Editing  
 
Day three is about developing the skill of SHOW DON’T TELL. Show don’t tell means using 
descriptive writing to show the emotions or actions of the character rather than writing it plainly. 
For example, instead of saying characters were scared, the writer should describe signs and 
symptoms of being scared--legs shaking, heart pounding, breathing heavily, etc. To teach this 
skill to students, ask for volunteers to act out certain emotions the character might be 
experiencing. Whisper the emotion to your volunteer and have them go to the front of the room 
and act it out while students guess the emotion. Below are some examples of emotions and 
their possible actions. Generate a list of 7-10 and ask for those volunteers.  
 

● Scared (heavy breathing, eyes bulging, looking from side to side, etc)  
● Surprised (gasping for air, eyes bulging, jumping back, etc.)  
● Sick (coughing, shivering, distorted facial expressions, etc.)  
● Nervous 
● Shy 
● Furious 
● Sad 

 
If possible, take some of the drafts that students have started forming to highlight areas where 
show don’t tell can be implemented. Students should use the remainder of the writing time to 
peer revise and edit their stories. Use whatever R&E skills students have developed so far in 
the year.  
 

Day 4 - Reviewing Rubric and Publishing  
 
Whether or not you decide to enter students into the contest, using a rubric to score students on 
their abilities is one way to establish academic rigor and hold students accountable to the work 
they produce. Review aspects of this rubric to ensure that students know what good writing 
looks like. See rubric here. For the remainder of the writing block, students should be taking 
their messy rough drafts and writing them on publishing paper. For any time that might be 
remaining, students should collaborate with the teacher to practice HOW they want their story 
read. Students may have suggestions on when to pause or certain onomatopoeias (sounds to 
make).  

https://eac665f6-fe0b-40ae-a7bf-40c35cded916.filesusr.com/ugd/f67cdc_df0165dad939497389989894370a9a19.pdf
https://eac665f6-fe0b-40ae-a7bf-40c35cded916.filesusr.com/ugd/f67cdc_a9e21ca3918340fca730a54d63022789.pdf


 

 
 

Day 5 - Sharing  
 
Day Five is designated for sharing. When students enter the room, the setting should say it all 
(just like on Day One). Fog machines, scary music, lights off, flash lights on, blankets/pillows! 
Do whatever you can to build suspense for the moment. For the remainder of the day (on 
Halloween or as closely as possible), the teacher should read students’ stories one by one. If 
students read their own stories, make sure they’ve demonstrated that they can do so 
without fumbling through it or making mistakes.  
 
 
 
Have questions or need help? Email Nicholas Miller at 
millernjames@gmail.com  
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